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NEW PRODUCTS, NEW PRTCES, NEW PREMISES

The past three months have been exciting for all at Ndlovu
Fencing. A visit to the New Zeaiand National Field Days
by Leanne and myself has kept us abreast with what's new
on the market in Kiwi Land. It also gave us an insight into
electric fencing in Malaysia as we stopped offthere on our
way across and met with Danny Ling, the local Stafix dealer.

Back in SA. Shaun and Gavin have been equally active in
expanding our existing product range and setting up a new
one stop electric fencing and security outlet in Pinetown.

This :utlet will improve our service to Durban dealers and
to North and South coast dealers. We will also be expanding
our product range for the KZN market by including the full
C&K security range, bpt and Comax intercoms, and a range
of automatic gates. More about all these new products later.

Did I mention that there'll be some price reductions?

INTRODUCTION OF NEW ENERGISERS

Stafix's patented cyclic wave tecltnology has,

over :he past three years, proved itself to be the
mosi effrcient electric fence pulse-form on the
market, especially in countries where long fence
lines are common. There is however a catch2?
situation with this technology, it doesn't come
cheaply, and to use it at the bottom end of the
market is proving increasingly uneconomical.

To put it bluntly, you don't need a Rolls Royce
to nip down to the corner cafe to buy a pint of
milk, a BMW is quite adequate. Actually even a
BM is too good for the job, none the less, Stafix
will produce BMW's for the lower market niche.

These "new BMW energisers" have in fact
abeady been around some time so they are'tried
and tested and have proved their reliability. They
compete more than favourably against all other
internationally recognised brands in their class,
and, most importantly, ate very price competitive

TI{E NEW ENERGISER RANGE

The existing Stafix battery and mains powered,
1.5 and 3 joule cyclic wave energisers are to be

replaced by conventional output wave energisers.

These are more than adequate for shorter fence
lines. So superior cyclic wave technology will be
used in the larger battery units, from the B6
through to the 818, and in larger mains powered
energisers, from the M6 through to the M36.

o So, the Stafix Bl.5 cyclic wave euergiser will
be replaced by the Stafix BL.5 energiser.

. The Stafix 83 cyclic wave energiser will be
replaced by the Stafix 83 energiser

. The Stafix M1.5 cyclic wave energiser will be
replaced by a) The Stafix M1.2 energiser and

b) The Stafix M2.4 energiser
c & ftnally, the Stafix M3 cyclic wave energiser

will be replaced by the Stafix M3 energiser.

All energy levels given are in output ioules

THE GOOD NEWS IS THERE WILL BE A 10% TO 20% PRICE REDUCTION ON THESE NEW ENERGISERS!!



PAKTON MAKES A BIG IMPACT AT
N.Z. NATIONAL FIELD DAYS

The Pakton Power Probe - launched onto the

South African market last month - made a big
impact at the N.Z Field Days. Marketed in New
Zealand by Merv & Jenny George of Jenquip,

the probe scooped a certificate, fio rosettes, and a

banner. No mean feat considering the Aussie

manufactured Pakton achieved this feat on the

home ground of NZ electric fencing.

POWER PROBE OPURATING TIPS
The Pakton is certainly also making an impact on

the South African market. Here are some operating
tips received from some of our satisfied users.

r Trust your probe, it doesn't lie, there's a reason

why it indicates as it does.

Multiple faults can be confusing. When you go

past the first fault you may get a reduced amps

reading as current is still flowing down the line
to other faults and the arrow will point on down
the line.
Holding onto a steel fence pole on the fence line
while taking a reading will improve the

accuracy ofyour voltage reading.

Don't go swimming with your Power Probe, the

case is not completely water tight. If you have
taken your probe surfing with you dry it out well
before using it again.
(Pakton are currently looking into this one)

When the live wire voltage is high (+ 5Kv) the
probe will only indicate the direction of large

faults.(i.e. above 4 Amps) As the voltage drops
lower and the energiser starts having problems
powering the fence the power probe will show
the direction of smaller faults, down to 1 Amp.
It is designed in this way so that you don't go on
wild goose chases after insignificant faults.
Induction from other energisers in close
proximity can also cause some funny readings,
to the extent of the directional arrow alternating
with each pulse. Jack up your earthing.

Underground cable - Yes, the probe can also
measure current (but not voltage) through
insulated cable making it real easy to trace
where your power is going.

NEW PRODUCT RELEASES

NEW "JUMBO" END STRAIN INSULATORS

UV Stabalised
HD Polymer
White, Black, Orange
Long Tracking Distance
Also available as a Securi Strain

X.BRAND POLTWIRES AI{D TAPES
In addition to the release of their
new energiser range, Stafix have

also released a new range of ultra
low resistance poliwires and tapes.

Marketed under the label, X-Brand
these low resistance wires and tapes

are ideal for long lengths of semi
permanent fence and for high powered
energisers. With a resistance of only
65 ohms per Km there is no other poliwire
available in the world that has such a low
resistance. Standard poliwires have a resistance jn

excess of 6,000 ohms perKm.Impressive!!

COMPRJSSION GATE BREAK

r HeaW duty spring compresses under load
o Large flanges and ribs for positive grip
r Heavy density polyethelene UV stabalised

GATE MOTORS. INTERCOMS etc.etc.......

Ndlovu Fencing will in future be stocking

CENTURION and CAME gate motors, bpt and

commax intercom systems, Q-TRONIC remote

controls, C&K security systems, Aurora security

lighting, and a full range of consumables and

hardware required for the installation of a
successful security system.

NE\il PRIMISES, NEW STAFF
The opening ofour new "one stop" depot in

Pinetown (see the enclosed Pinetown Depot
locality map) has resulted in our introducing a

couple of new faces to the team.

Shaun will manage the Pinetown venture until it's
established, so he will only be in JlIBurg on Friday
afternoons and Monday mornings. He will be

assisted by Sookandri Naiker. Sookandri is an

experienced book-keeper so our invoicing and

statements will now be posted more promptly !!l
Gavin will be assisted in Gauteng by Richard
Koen. We welcome Sookandri and Richard.
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Regards to all,


